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Lithium Electrochemical Deintercalation from  O2-LiCoO2

Structure and Physical Properties
D. Carlier, a I.  Saadoune,a,b M.  Ménétrier, a and C. Delmasa,* ,z

aInstitut de Chimie de la Matière Condense´e de Bordeaux-CNRS and Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Chimie et Physique de Bordeaux, Université de Bordeaux 
I, 33608 Pessac cedex, France

bDépartement de Chimie, Faculté des Sciences et Techniques, 40 000 Marrakech, Morocco

Electrochemical deintercalation of Li from the metastable O2-LiCoO2 phase has been investigated up to the composition
Li0.15CoO2 . The single-phase domains that separate the voltage plateaus observed have been characterized by X-ray diffraction. 
The succession of phases observed upon deintercalation results from reversible sheet gliding or lithium/vacancy ordering, leading
to the sequence O2, T#2, T#28, O6, O2, O2. In particular, the T#2 stacking, similar to the T2 phase reported by Dahn and 
co-workers for the Li2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 phase, corresponds to oxygen ions not sitting on the three positions of a triangular lattice, 
hence the # character is used. It exhibits very distorted tetrahedral sites for Li. The O6 stacking exhibits two kinds of CoO6

octahedra, which might allow Co31/Co41 ordering in alternate sheets. The most deintercalated O2-Li0.15CoO2 phase has never 
been reported before. Electronic properties and 7Li magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance show a transition to a 
metallic state for x, 0.94 ~appearance of the T#2 phase with x 5 0.72!. These stacking changes are proposed to result from the 
minimization of electrostatic repulsion, except for T#28 (x 5 0.50), which is believed to result from a Li/vacancy ordering. 
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LiCoO2 can exhibit two types of layered structures depending
its preparation method. The thermodynamically stable variety is
pared by a solid-state reaction and exhibits an O3 stacking wher
LiO6 and CoO6 octahedra share only edges. The O2-type LiCoO2 is
metastable and was prepared for the first time by Delmaset al. by
an Na1/Li1 exchange from the P2-Na0.70CoO2 phase.1 In this struc-
ture, the LiO6 octahedra share edges but also faces with the C6

ones as shown in Fig. 1. Two CoO2 layers are needed to describe t
unit cell so that this new packing was called O2, in agreement w
the packing designation proposed previously for the layered AM2

phases~A 5 alkaline, M5 transition metal!.2 The P, T, or O letter
describes the alkali ion site~prismatic, tetrahedral, or octahedra
respectively!and the number 1, 2, or 3 indicates the number of sl
within the hexagonal cell.

Recently, we undertook a new investigation of the O2-LiCo2

system from the structural and physical properties point of vie3

The magnetic properties and a7Li nuclear magnetic resonanc
~NMR! study show that the O2 starting phase exhibits a composi
very close to the ideal one with low spin Co31 ions. Rietveld refine-
ment of the structure in the hexagonalP63mc space group from the
neutron diffraction pattern indicates that the repulsion betw
lithium and cobalt ions through the common face of their octahe
is strong enough to displace them from the center of their octahe

To our knowledge, very few papers deal with the O2-LiCo2
used as positive electrodes in lithium-ion batteries. The first st
was reported by Mendiboureet al.,4 who characterized by X-ray
diffraction ~XRD! the deintercalated LixCoO2 phases. Very recently
Dahn and co-workers were interested in the O2 stacking. They s
ied the electrochemically deintercalated O2-LixCoO2 phases byin
situ XRD and confirmed to a large extent the results previou
reported by Mendiboureet al.5 They, however, noticed that in th
0.5 , x , 0.7 composition range, the XRD patterns give eviden
of a new oxygen packing that they characterized in the case
Li2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 .6 They also showed evidence for the reformati
of the O2 stacking for highly deintercalated phases. They sho
that the electrochemical properties of the O2-LiCoO2 are competi-
tive with those of the conventional O3-LiCoO2 and their differential

* Electrochemical Society Active Member.
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scanning calorimetry ~DSC! measurements indicate that th
O2-LixCoO2 system charged up to 4.2 V is about as safe as the
one at the same potential.5

We report in the present paper a detailed study of the struct
and physical properties of the LixCoO2 phases obtained by electro
chemical deintercalation from the O2-type LiCoO2 .

Experimental

Preparation of O2-LiCoO2.—O2-LiCoO2 was prepared by
ion exchange reaction from P2-Na0.70CoO2 . The Na0.70CoO2
precursor material was prepared by the solid-state reaction
a mixture of Na2O ~Aldrich, 5% excess!and Co3O4 @obtained
from Co(NO3)2•6H2O Carlo Erba 99% min at 450°C for 12 h unde
O2# at 800°C under O2 for 48 h. The mixture was ground and pe
letized in a dry box~under argon!before the heat-treatment, and wa
then quenched into liquid N2 in order to fix the oxygen stoichiom
etry. Ion-exchanging sodium for lithium in the P2 phase can
performed in an aqueous solution of lithium ions.3,7 An LiCl/LiOH
~1:1! solution in water~5 M! was used and the exchange was p
formed during 24 h with an intermediate washing, drying, and gri
ing. An excess of lithium was used (Li/Na5 10) and the ex-
changed phase was washed and dried under vacuum at 100°
around 14 h.

Electrochemical studies.—Electrochemical studies were carrie
out with Li/liquid electrolyte/O2-LiCoO2 cells. LiPF6 in ethylene
carbonate-dimethyl carbonate-propylene carbonate~Merck, ZV1011
Selectipur!was used as electrolyte. The cells were assembled in
argon-filled dry box.

For classical electrochemical experiments, the positive electr
consisted of a mixture of 86% by weight of active material, 4%
polytetrafluoroethylene~PTFE!and 10% of carbon black and a C/4
current density was used~i.e., 40 h are needed to remove 1 mol
lithium!.

For preparation of the phases used for the XRD Rietveld ac
sition, a large cell was used~ ' 700 mg of active material!. The
starting O2-LiCoO2 phase was mixed with 10% by weight of ca
bon black, but no binder was used. These cells were charged a
current density~C/100!.

For the electrochemical preparation of deintercalated phase
7Li magic-angle spinning~MAS! NMR and electrical measurement
pellets~4 tons for an 8 mm diam!of the starting material were use
as the positive electrode without an additive. However, becaus
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the metastability of the O2-LiCoO2 phase, no thermal treatment o
the pellets could be done to improve the internal contacts in
material. These cells were charged at very low current density~C/
600!.

X-ray diffraction (XRD).—The XRD patterns of the deinterca
lated phases were recorded using a Philips PW1050 powder dif
tometer with Cu Ka radiation and a graphite diffracted beam mon
chromator, from 10 to 80° or 110°~2u! with a 0.02° step and a 10
counting time by step.

The XRD patterns for the Rietveld analysis were collected
room temperature from 10 to 120°~2u! with a 0.02° step and a 40
counting time by step, using a Siemens D5000 powder diffrac
meter with the Cu Karadiation and a graphite diffracted bea
monochromator. The samples were carefully prepared in orde
avoid strong preferential orientation.

The structure refinements were performed from powder diffr
tion data using the Fullprof program with a pseudo-Voigt fitti
function.8

NMR experiments.—7Li MAS NMR spectra were recorded on
Bruker MSL200 spectrometer at 77.7 MHz, with a standard Bru
MAS probe. The samples were mixed with dry silica~typically 50%
in weight! and were placed into 4 mm diam zirconia rotors. Sp
ning frequencies (n r) of 10-13 kHz were used. Two types of se
quences were used, a single pulse sequence and a r
synchronized echo pulse sequence@ tp/2 2 t1 2 tp 2 t2# with a
90° pulse duration (tp/2) of 3.5 ms.9 A 200 kHz spectral width was
used and the recycle timeD0 5 1 s, was long enough to avoidT1
saturation effects. The single-pulse sequence requires a first-
phasing process and a sinx/x baseline correction due to the dea
time of the spectrometer. The isotropic shifts reported in parts
million are relative to an external sample of 1 M LiCl solution
water.

Electronic conductivity and thermoelectronic measu
ments.—For electronic conductivity measurements, a four-pr
method was used with direct current in the 100-300 K range.
thermoelectronic measurements were carried out by using eq
ment described elsewhere.10

Results and Discussion

Electrochemical properties.—Figure 2 shows the cycling curv
of an Li//O2-LiCoO2 cell at the C/40 rate. Almost all the lithium
can be reversibly extracted from the O2 phase when charged to
V. The corresponding capacity is high, 213 mAh/g for the first d
charge between 4.6 and 3.5 V. As was shown by Mendiboureet al.
and by Paulsenet al., lithium deintercalation from O2-LiCoO2 is
associated with several reversible-phase transformations, tha

Figure 1. The O2 stacking of LiCoO2 .
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result from reversible (CoO2) sheets gliding, from lithium/vacancy
ordering, or from a nonmetal to metal transition.4,5 Thus the layered
structure remains at all points betweenx 5 1 andx 5 0.16 on the
voltage curve.

No extra voltage plateau at 3.93 V, typical of the O3-LixCoO2
system,11 appears during cycling; this suggests that the O2 ph
does not transform into the thermodynamically stable O3 one.
deed, the O2→ O3 transformation is not expected at room tem
perature since it involves breaking and reconstructing of the str
Co-O bonds. This observation is in good agreement with those
ported by Paulsenet al., they showed that several O2 systems do
convert to the more stable O3 stacking during cycling.5,12,13

Recording the open-circuit voltage curve up to 4.30 V~Fig. 3!
yields more precise values of the potential of the voltage plateau
to this point. However, it does not provide accurate composit
ranges for the single-phase domains as a small shift inx is observed
as compared to Fig. 2. This could partly result from a decomposi
of the electrolyte during the very long charge with relaxation perio
experiment@the relaxation is interrupted when the slope of theV
5 f (t) curve is smaller than 0.1 mV/h#.

Figure 2. Cycling curve of a Li//O2-LiCoO2 cell obtained with a C/40 cur-
rent density rate~40 h are needed to extract 1 mol of lithium!.

Figure 3. Open-circuit voltage curve of an Li//O2-LiCoO2 cell, obtained
with a C/100 current density applied for 36 min steps and an end of re
ation criterion ofDV/Dt 5 0.1 mV/h.
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Figure 4 shows the first galvanostatic charge and discha
curves of a Li//O2-LiCoO2 cell at the C/40 rate and the derivativ
2dx/duVu curve vs. voltage. The voltage plateaus are observed
the same potential as in Fig. 3. We first give here a general des
tion of the charge/discharge curve; the XRD characterization o
the phases involved is described in the following paragraph.

0.94, x < 1, O2-LixCoO2 single-phase domain. 0.72, x
< 0.94:3.73 V voltage plateau resulting from the existence o
two-phase domain and assigned to the O2→ T#2 transformation.
0.52, x < 0.72:T#2-LixCoO2 single-phase domain. 0.50, x
< 0.52:4.07 V voltage plateau resulting from the existence o
two-phase domain and assigned to the T#2 → T#28 transformation.
x ' 0.50: a narrow single-phase domain. The OCV curve clea
shows the presence of two plateaus at 4.07 and 4.18 V on both s
which gives evidence for the existence of a single T#28 phase do-
main. This feature is quite similar to that observed for t
O3-LixCoO2 system at the samex value. In the latter system, it wa
assigned to a lithium/vacancy ordering within the interslabs sp
leading to a monoclinic cell distortion.11 Paulsenet al. therefore
suggested that one can also expect a lithium/vacancy ordering
x 5 0.50 in the O2 system.5 0.42, x , 0.50:4.18 V voltage pla-
teau resulting from the existence of a two-phase domain and
signed to the T#28 → O6 transformation. 0.33, x , 0.42:
O6-LixCoO2 single-phase domain. 0.25< x < 0.33:4.44 V volt-
age plateau resulting from the existence of a two-phase domain
assigned to the O6→ O2 transformation. 0.21< x , 0.25:

Figure 4. ~a! First galvanostatic charge-discharge curve of
Li//O2-LiCoO2 cell obtained with a C/40 current density rate.~b! Differen-
tial 2dx/udVu curve vs. voltage of the first galvanostatic charge-dischar
curve.
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O2-LixCoO2 single-phase domain. 0.18< x , 0.21:4.57 V volt-
age plateau resulting from the existence of a two-phase domain
assigned to the O2→ O2 transformation.x , 0.18: highly deinter-
calated O2-LixCoO2 single-phase domain. As our cycling curv
ends at 4.6 V, we do not observe the whole single-phase dom
corresponding to this new O2 phase on Fig. 4, so that we do
know the lower limit lithium concentration for its stability range.

Due to the stability limit of the electrolyte used, we could n
cycle an O2-LiCoO2 //Li battery in the whole lithium composition
range.

XRD study.—In order to follow the changes in the crystal str
ture of O2-LiCoO2 during electrochemical deintercalation, XR
patterns of the LixCoO2 samples were recorded. First, we verified
XRD that lithium reintercalation after a charge up to 4.6 V leads
an O2 phase without any trace of the O3 one, confirming the volt
profile analysis.

All the Li xCoO2 phases exhibit XRD patterns characteristic
layered materials. In this kind of compound, the interslab spac
very sensitive to the amount of lithium and to the packing type a
its evolutionvs. the lithium amount can be followed by looking a
the first diffraction peak. We therefore plotted the first diffractio
line of some LixCoO2 samples on Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows the com
plete XRD patterns of materials selected as characteristic of e
type of phase, with the corresponding reflection assignment in
hexagonal system. Table I summarizes the cell parameters re
for each phase and Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the interslab s
as a function of the lithium content.

O2-LixCoO2 (0.94, x < 1).—The 0.94, x < 1 domain ap-
pears to be a solid solution with an O2 stacking. In this narr
domain, the change in cell parameters is almost negligible.

Figure 5. Evolution of the first XRD peakvs. lithium concentration in
Li xCoO2 obtained by deintercalation of O2-LiCoO2 .
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On Fig. 5, the gradual disappearance of the original~002!peak at
2u 5 18.66° and the appearance of a new peak at a lower a
(2u 5 17.95°) during further lithium extraction clearly confirm th
existence of the two-phase domain (0.72, x < 0.94), resulting
from the voltage profile analysis.

T#2-LixCoO2 (0.52, x < 0.72).—All the LixCoO2 samples with
0.52, x < 0.72 exhibit similar single-phase XRD patterns. W
called this phase T#2 for reasons explained in the following discu
sion. Mendiboureet al. reported that the first voltage plateau in th
O2-LixCoO2 system was due to an O2→ O2* transformation in-
volving only a change of the cell parameters.4 However, the XRD
pattern exhibits two peaks that could be indexed in the hexag
system as~111! at 2u 5 67.5° and~113! at 2u 5 73.4° ~Fig. 6!,
which are forbidden in theP63mc space group. This indicates tha
the system does not exhibit the O2 stacking anymore. XRD sim
tions showed that the only stacking modifications that yield the
pearance of the~111! and~113! peaks while losing the 63 symmetry
axis are the gliding of one CoO2 layer out of two. We therefore
simulated XRD patterns, using the DIFFaX program, of structu
deriving from the O2 one by gliding every second CoO2 layer in the
~1/2, 1/2, 0!and~1/3, 1/6, 0!direction, respectively, and by differen
magnitudes. The corresponding results will be published elsewh
All these structures surprisingly exhibit quite similar XRD pattern

Figure 6. XRD patterns representing each type of phase observed for
Li xCoO2 system: the O2-LiCoO2 starting phase, T#2-Li0.61CoO2 ,
O6-Li0.37CoO2 , O2-Li0.23CoO2 , and O2-Li0.15CoO2 . Indexation of the
peaks was done in the hexagonal system.* indicates the position of the~002!
peak of the remaining sodium phase.8 indicates an unassigned peak, pro
ably due to the remaining sodium phase modified by electrochemical dei
calation. G5 peak due to the graphite used for the batteries.↓ 5 peaks due
to the sample holder.
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but the structure deriving from the O2 one by gliding every seco
CoO2 layer by ~1/3, 1/6, 0!better reflects the experimental patter
In their study of the O2-LiCoO2 system, Paulsenet al. also noted
the appearence of the~111! and ~113! peaks byin situ XRD for
0.5 , x , 0.7 and suggested that such a~1/3, 1/6, 0!sheet gliding
can be responsible for the appearance of the new diffraction li
but they did not characterize this stacking at that time.5 They, how-
ever, observed similar extra peaks for the T2-Li2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2

phase synthesized by ion exchange from the P2-Li2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2
one. In this case, they characterized the new T2 stacking by neu
diffraction, and showed that this stacking cannot be described by
usual A, B, C positions of a triangular cell. The space group u
was thus the orthorhombicCmcaone and the lithium ions occupy
distorted tetrahedral sites. In our case, the gliding of every sec
CoO2 layer by ~1/3, 1/6, 0!from the O2 stacking yields the sam
oxygen stacking as that observed by Paulsenet al. for the
T2-Li2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 . Figure 8 shows this gliding in projection o
the~110! plane. The two oxygen layers, above and below the lithi
layer situated atz 5 0.25 are displayed. The lithium sites availab
are unconventional in such layered oxides. However, XRD does
allow one to determine the exact position of the lithium ions. Th
tetrahedral sites are available, one 8e and two 8f ones~Fig. 8 and 9!.
The 8e site corresponds to a distorted LiO4 tetrahedron with equa
Li-O distances, but angles differing from those in a nondistor
tetrahedron. The two 8f sites correspond to two other distorted
rahedra, with different angles and Li-O distances. These two 8f s
differ in their connection with the CoO6 octahedra: one shares on
edges, whereas the other shares faces.

In their neutron diffraction study of Li2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 , Paulsen
et al. showed the existence of a Ni/Mn ordering in the slab a
assumed that this was at the origin of the formation of the n
stacking. They placed the lithium ions in the distorted tetrahed
site that corresponds to our 8e one.6

We called T#2-LixCoO2 the phases obtained for O2-LiCoO2

with 0.52, x < 0.72, as the lithium ions occupy a tetrahedral s
and two layers are required to describe the unit cell. In the nom
clature of the layered oxides using the O, T, P letters followed by
number of the layers in the cell, all the atoms are in the A, B, an
positions of triangular lattice, which is not the case here. Theref
we propose to use T#2 instead of T2 to avoid any confusion. Indee
following the previous nomenclature, T2 would correspond to
ABCBA oxygen packing~identical to the O2 one! with all the
lithium ions in tetrahedral sites.

e

r-

Figure 7. Evolution of the interslab distance~c parameter/number of sheet
required to describe the cell! vs. lithium concentration in LixCoO2 .



Table I. Cell parameters of the LixCoO2 samples.
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A refinement of the structure of the T#2-Li0.61CoO2 phase was
thus done in theCmcaorthorhombic space group, where the cob
ions occupy a 4a position and oxygen an 8f position. As we can
determine the lithium ion position by XRD, we fixed it in the 8
sites by its similarity with the T2-Li2/3Ni1/3Mn2/3O2 phase. How-
ever, adjacent 8e sites are very close, and therefore cannot be
pied simultaneously. Due to the large number of available sites@two
positions forx lithium (0.52< x , 0.72)#, a lithium/vacancy or-
dering in the material should be considered, but this is not eviden
by XRD. In the refinement, a partial occupancy of the lithium s
(x/2) was assumed, and we used the lithium amount determ
from the voltage of the battery after the relaxation and theV
5 f (x) curve to describe this phase~Table II!. A neutron and elec-
tron diffraction study are required, to ascertain the lithium posit
and to check if the phase does exhibit lithium/vacancy ordering
not.

The atomic positions to be refined are they andz coordinates of
oxygen. We also refined the occupation ratio of the cobalt site,

Figure 8. The sheet gliding involved in the O2→ T#2 transformation in the
projection on the~110! plan. The two oxygen layers, above~black! and
below ~hatched!the lithium layer situated atz 5 0.25, are displayed. The
lithium sites in O2 and T#2 structures are also shown.
t

cu-

d

d
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preferential orientation, and the cobalt and oxygen ions atomic
placement parameters. The lithium atomic displacement param
was fixed to a value usually observed in layered oxides.14 The ex-
perimental and calculated diffractograms are represented in Fig
The results of this refinement are given in Table II.

The refinement shows that the particles exhibit a weak tende
to be oriented perpendicular to thec axis ~Table II! in agreement
with the plate-like shape of the particles of the starting phase.3 Ac-
cording to the refined atomic positions for the oxygen ions, a lithi
ion situated in the 8e site defined in Table II, yields two Li-O d
tances equal to 2.044~3!Å and two others equal to 2.070~3! Å. The
huge increase of the interslab distance observed for the
→ T#2 transformation~Fig. 7! allows therefore the Li-O distance
to be reasonable. Note that the reliability factors obtained for
Rietveld refinement are satisfactory, but not so small, which mi
indicate the presence of stacking faults that we will investigate
detail in a forthcoming paper.

T#28-Li 0.50CoO2.—A T#28-Li xCoO2 phase was obtained for a 4.1
V open-circuit voltage. The XRD pattern of this phase is shown
Fig. 11. We refined the cell parameters and diffraction line profile

Figure 9. The T#2 stacking of LixCoO2 phases (0.51, x < 0.72). The
distorted sites available for the lithium ions are displayed.
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the T#28 phase in theCmcaspace group~a second phase due to th
sample holder in the refinement was also considered and the twu
regions of the most intense peaks of graphite were excluded!. The
resulting cell parameters for this phase are given in Table I. As
T#28 phase was obtained from a mixture containing some PTF
strong preferential orientation is observed. As this pattern is v
similar to that of the T#2 phase, no distinction between these tw
phases can be made by XRD, so that the T#2 1 T#28 two-phase
domain is not observed forx 5 0.52 ~Fig. 5!. Paulsenet al. also
reported that this phase transformation was not detected byin situ
XRD.5

Figure 10. Observed and calculated XRD profiles for a T#2 phase:~d!
observed;~—! calculated; lower trace: difference plot; bars: reflection*
indicates the position of the major peaks of the remaining sodium phas
5 peak due to the graphite used in the battery.

Table II. Rietveld refinement of the T#2-Li0.61CoO2 XRD
pattern.

T#2-Li0.61CoO2 ~electrochemical deintercalation
with intermediate relaxation periods!

Space group:Cmca Constraints
a 5 2.80969(3) Å Li position and concentration
b 5 4.84997(7) Å B(Li) 5 1.2 Å2

c 5 9.9082(2) Å

Atom Site
Wyckoff
positions Occupancy

B
(Å 2)

Li ~1! 8e 1/4 5/12 1/4 0.31 1.2
Co ~1! 4a 0 0 0 0.99~2! 0.25~7!
O ~1! 8f 0 0.838~2! 0.598~2! 1.00 0.7~3!
Conditions of the run

Temperature, 300 K
Angular range, 10°< 2u < 120°
Step scan increment~2u!, 0.02°
Zero point~2u!, 0.021~6!°
Number of fitted parameters, 18

Profile parameters
Pseudo-Voigt function
PV 5 hL 1 (1 2 h)G with h 5 h0 1 X(2u)
Halfwidth parameters

h0 5 0.64(6)
X 5 0.004(1)
U 5 0.05(2)
V 5 0.03(1)
W 5 0.006(2)

Preferential orientation of the articles perpendicular to the
c axis: 1.018~6!

Conventional RietveldR factors for points with Bragg contribution
Rwp 5 15.6%; RB 5 3.8%

Note: standard deviations have been multiplied by the Scor numbe
~3.16! to correct from local correlations.8
2

e
a
y

In contrast, the two-phase domain leading to the 4.18 V plat
(T#28 → O6) is seen in thex 5 0.49 XRD pattern~Fig. 5!. The
peak situated at 2u 5 18.13° gives evidence of the O6 phase fo
mation. The T#28 → O6 phase transition is associated with a d
crease in the interslab space~Fig. 7!.

O6-LixCoO2 (0.33,x,0.42).—The complete XRD pattern of th
Li0.37CoO2 phase~Fig. 6! is characteristic of the O6 stacking~Fig.
12!. This structure is observed in the 0.33, x , 0.42 composition
range. The O6 stacking is described using theR3̄m space group,
where the lithium ions occupy octahedral sites~6c position!and
where two different cobalt layers@Co~1! in 3a and Co~2!in 3b#
exist. There are also two types of oxygen ions: O~1! and O~2!, both
in 6c positions. In every second layer, the cobalt octahedra s
only faces with the lithium ones, whereas in the other layer,
cobalt octahedra share only edges with the lithium ones. We refi
the structure of one O6 phase by the Rietveld method from the X
pattern.

The lithium position was fixed, and we used the lithium conce
tration determined from the voltage of the battery after the rel
ation and theV 5 f (x) curve. The atomic positions to be refine
were thez coordinates of oxygen. We also refined the occupat
ratio of the cobalt ions, the preferential orientation and the cob
and oxygen atomic displacement parameters. The lithium ato
displacement parameter was fixed to a value usually observe
such compounds.14 The experimental and calculated diffractogram
are shown in Fig. 13. The results are given in Table III.

The refinement shows that the particles do not exhibit any p
erential orientation~Table III!. In this structure, with two types o
cobalt ions in different crystallographic sites, each independent o
gen position gives rise to two oxygen layers belonging to the sa
CoO2 sheet, so that the space group chosen allows the differe
tion of the CoO2 layers. Considering these remarks, and the fact t
this structure was found to be stable for lithium concentrations cl
to 0.5, Mendiboureet al. suggested that the trivalent cobalt catio
could be mainly segregated in the sheets in which CoO6 octahedra
share faces with LiO6 , while the tetravalent cobalt would rather b
in the other sheets, so that half of the cobalt sheets are destab
whereas the other half is stabilized with respect to the O2 struc
with this composition.4

The refinement yields different Co-O distances, depending on
type of cobalt layer: the octahedra sharing faces with LiO6 exhibit a

G

Figure 11. Observed XRD profiles for a T#28 phase obtained at 4.13 V
bars: reflections in theCmca space group.* indicates the position of the
major peaks of the remaining sodium phase. G5 peak due to the graphite
used in the battery. Al5 peaks due to the sample holder.
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1.8710~1!Å Co-O distance, whereas the octahedra sharing ed
with LiO6 exhibit a 1.8617~1! Å Co-O distance. The difference
found is small, but so is the difference between the ionic radii
Co31 ~0.545 Å!and Co41 ~0.530 Å!.15 These results would sugge
that one CoO2 slab out of two contains the Co41 ions, corresponding
to the shorter Co-O distances. This could be a way to minimize
electrostatic repulsion between Co41 and lithium. However, the O6
stacking is not obtained forx 5 0.50, as was previously observe
by Mendiboureet al., so that we also expect some Co41 ions to be
present in the cobalt layer that shares faces with LiO6 .

One can note that the peak profile is not fully satisfactorily sim
lated with the Fullprof program as the XRD pattern displayed
Fig. 13 does not exhibit peak widths that strictly vary smoothly a
function of the scattering angle which yields significant reliabil
factors. The~110! peak situated at 2u 5 66.6° for instance is rathe
sharp as compared to the others. Furthermore, the peak width
depends on the way used to prepare the phases~with or without the
use of additives!. As already mentioned for the T#2 phase, this be-
havior could be due to the presence of some stacking faults in
material.

Figure 12. The O6 stacking of LixCoO2 phase (0.33, x , 0.42).
s

f

e

so

e

For lower lithium amounts, the system undergoes another ph
transformation that leads again to the O2 stacking with a sma
interslab space as seen in Fig. 5 by the appearance of a new pe
higher angle (2u 5 19°). Paulsenet al. also observed this transfor
mation byin situ XRD.5

Figure 13. Observed and calculated XRD profiles for the O6-Li0.37CoO2
phase:~d! observed;~—! calculated; lower trace: difference plot; bars: r
flections.* indicates the position of the major peaks of the remaining sodi
phase. G5 peak due to the graphite used in the battery.

Table III. Rietveld refinement of the O6-Li 0.37CoO2 XRD.

O6-Li0.37CoO2 ~electrochemical deintercalation!

Space group:R3̄m Constraints:

ahex. 5 2.80472(5) Å Li position and concentration
chex. 5 29.3121(7) Å B(Li) 5 1.2 Å2;

B@Co(1)# 5 B@Co(2)#;
B@O(1)# 5 B@O(2)#

Atom Site
Wyckoff
positions Occupancy B (Å 2)

Li ~1! 6c 0 0 1/12 0.37 1.2
Co ~1! 3a 0 0 0 1.01~4! 0.5~3!
Co ~2! 3b 0 0 0.5 1.03~4! 0.5~3!
O ~1! 6c 0 0 0.1980~8! 1.000 0.9~7!
O ~2! 6c 0 0 0.3651~8! 1.000 0.9~7!
Conditions of the run:

Temperature, 300 K
Angular range, 5°< 2u < 120°
Step scan increment~2u!, 0.02°
Zero point~2u!, 20.016(9)°
Number of fitted parameters, 18

Profile parameters
Pseudo-Voigt function
PV 5 hL 1 (1 2 h)G with h 5 h0 1 X(2u)
Halfwidth parameters

h0 5 1.14(6)
X 5 20.007(3)
U 5 0.4(1)
V 5 20.13(5)
W 5 0.020(6)

Preferentical orientation of the particles perpendicu
to thec axis: 1.00~2!
Conventional RietveldR factors for points with Bragg contribution
Rwp 5 20.2%; RB 5 6.0%

Note: standard deviations have been multiplied by the Scor numbe
~4.15! to correct from local correlations.8
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O2-LixCoO2 (0.21<x<0.24).—The XRD study of the LixCoO2

phases shows that the O2 stacking is also observed for 0.21< x
< 0.24. Figure 6 shows the complete XRD pattern obtained fox
5 0.23. The highly deintercalated phase was obtained from a m
ture containing some PTFE, therefore strong preferential orienta
is observed. One can also notice that the remaining sodium P2 p
has evolved, as its peak situated at low 2u value is shifted and
broadened. The cell parameters found for O2-Li0.23CoO2 , reported
in Table I, are in good agreement with thein situ XRD study of
Paulsenet al.5 The emerging peak situated at 2u 5 19.66° for x
5 0.20 in Fig. 5 gives evidence of a two-phase domain leading

the 4.57 V plateau.

O2-LixCoO2 (x<0.15).—As our cycling curve ends at 4.6 V, we d
not observe the single-phase domain corresponding to this pha
Fig. 3 and 4. However, we prepared a highly deintercalated si
phase (x 5 0.15), with an open-circuit voltage equal to 4.60 V. T
our knowledge, this highly deintercalated O2 phase was not
denced before.

The O2-Li0.15CoO2 phase exhibits an O2 stacking~Fig. 5 and 6!
with a small interslab distance@4.497~3!Å Table I and Fig. 7#. Such
a drop of the interslab spacing was also observed for highly dein
calated phases such as LixCoO2

16 and LixNiO2 ,17-20 but in these
cases the slope was even larger as the lithium concentration rea
was lower than 0.15. One can note in Fig. 6 that the diffract
peaks of this phase are broad, showing that it is not well crystall

Electronic properties.—Electronic conductivity.—Figure 14
shows the variationvs. reciprocal temperature of the electronic co
ductivity recorded for the LixCoO2 samples, withx ranging from 1
to 0.38. The activation energy does not strictly obey an Arrhen
law, as it varies slightly with temperature. When lithium is deint
calated, the electronic conductivity increases and the activation
ergy decreases rapidly. Indeed, lithium deintercalation entails
oxidation of the cobalt ions to their tetravalent state. The conduc
electrons are thus situated in the Co t2 band, which can overlap
through the common edge of the CoO6 octahedra and can lead to
delocalization. However, although the conductivity values are q
high, the electronic conductivity remains thermally activated for
compositions.

However, the pellets used for the electronic measurements w
not sintered before lithium deintercalation, because of the meta
bility of the O2-LiCoO2 starting phase. A sintering process is us
ally required for these measurements to improve the intergrain
tacts in the material, so that in our case an alteration of
conductivity value is expected. As measurements reported in Re
for the O3-LixCoO2 phases were carried out with pellets sintered
800°C for 12 h before the lithium deintercalation, it is interesting
show to what extent the absence of sintering can affect ele
conductivity measurements. Figure 15 shows the variationvs.recip-
rocal temperature of the electronic conductivity of tw
O3-Li0.60CoO2 materials, one having been sintered before the e
trochemical deintercalation and the other not. For comparison,
variation of the electronic conductivity of T#2-Li0.61CoO2 has been
plotted. The shape of the curve and the conductivity values obta
for the sintered pellet of the O3-Li0.60CoO2 phase are in good agree
ment with those reported in Ref. 21. The decrease of the electr
conductivity when the temperature increases indicates a met
character, revealing that an electronic delocalization occurs in
material. However, the thermal variation obtained for the same c
position, but for the unsintered pellet is completely different. T
electronic conductivity is thermally activated, characterizing an
tivated phenomenon.

As shown in Fig. 15, the evolution of conductivityvs. the recip-
rocal temperature for the T#2-Li0.61CoO2 material is quite similar to
the one obtained for the O3-Li0.60CoO2 unsintered pellet. We may
thus expect the T#2-Li0.61CoO2 material to have exhibited a metalli
behavior if the pellet could have been sintered before the deinte
-
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lation. This clearly shows that the electronic conductivity measu
ments on unsintered pellets must be considered with caution.

Thermoelectronic power.—Thermoelectric power measurements
various LixCoO2 compositions are shown in Fig. 16. These measu
ments are not sensitive to the pellet sintering issue, so they c
provide information on the electronic properties of the bulk.

The positive values of the Seebeck coefficient obtained fox
. 0.55 establish that electron holes are the prevailing charge c
ers, in good agreement with the formation of holes in the t2 Co band.
The high values of the thermoelectric power obtained forx
5 0.98 andx 5 0.97 are typical of a small polaronic behavior,
good agreement with the results obtained by electronic conduct
measurements. The lower Seebeck coefficient values obtaine
x 5 0.97 result from an increase in the number of charge carrier
oxidation of the diamagnetic Co31 ions to paramagnetic Co41 ions
proceeds. Nevertheless, for both materials, the temperature de
dence reflects a complex behavior.

For the most deintercalated phases (0.55, x , 0.75), the quasi
linearity of the plots and the low values of the Seebeck coefficie
which tends to zero when the temperature decreases, are typica
metallic behavior. Forx 5 0.75, which corresponds to the O2-T#2
two-phase domain, an intermediate behavior is observed. For th
phase (x 5 0.38), the Seebeck coefficient is quasi temperatu
independent and is very close to zero. This behavior clearly in
cates that an electronic delocalization occurs in this phase.

The a 5 f (T) plots of the O2-LixCoO2 phases are very simila
to those reported for the O3-LixCoO2 phases (1< x < 0.60). For
the O3 system, these measurements coupled with the electronic

Figure 14. Variation of the logarithm of the electrical conductivityvs. re-
ciprocal temperature of the LixCoO2 phase (0.38< x < 1).
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ductivity and the7Li NMR ones were indicative of a nonmetal t
metal transition.21

Discussion on the electronic properties.—In O2-LiCoO2 , as
shown by our earlier magnetic study, the Co31 ions are in a low spin
configuration, so that they are diamagnetic (t2

6e0) and should not
give rise to conduction.3 Lithium deintercalation, which increase
the number of tetravalent cobalt ions, tends to decrease the ac
tion energy and to increase the conductivity. Indeed, the conduc
electrons are situated in the Co t2 orbitals, which can overlap
through the common edge of the octahedra and can lead to a
calization. As discussed by Goodenough, in transition metal oxi
the electronic delocalization through overlapping t2 orbitals ~edge
sharing octahedra! is expected if the bands are not completely fill
and if the metal-metal distance is smaller than an empirical va
Rc .22 For O2-LixCoO2 , Rc varies from 2.900 Å forx 5 1 to 2.850
Å for x 5 0.38. In the case of O3-LixCoO2 , the t2 orbital overlap
leads to a metallic phase forx < 0.74, in agreement with Good
enough’s criterion.21 In the case of the O2-LixCoO2 phases, the
metal-metal distance (dCo-Co) is always smaller than the criticalRc

value~dCo-Coalways between 2.787 and 2.847 Å; seeahex., aorth. and
borth.) in Table I!, so that an electronic delocalization is expected
soon as a high enough amount of lithium ions are removed.
thermoelectric power measurements clearly show this localize
itinerant electrons evolution. The O2→ T#2 transformation appear
therefore to be correlated with a nonmetal to metal transition.

Figure 15. Variation of the logarithm of the electrical conductivityvs. re-
ciprocal temperature of the O3-Li0.60CoO2 phases measured on sintered a
unsintered pellets and of the O2-Li0.61CoO2 phase measured on an unsinter
pellet.
a-
e

lo-
s,

e
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e

metallic character of the O6 phase can appear contradictory
charge ordering between the cobalt ions, but as already mentio
this stacking is stable for 0.33, x , 0.42, so that some Co41 ions
must be present in the Co31 slab. An electronic delocalization ca
thus occur in both types of CoO2 slabs.

NMR measurements.—Since XRD yields long-range structura
information, we used7Li NMR to obtain information on the local
structure around lithium. Indeed, NMR spectroscopy is very se
tive to the presence of a spin density at the site of the nucleus.

Figure 17 shows the7Li MAS NMR spectra of the starting
O2-LiCoO2 and of some deintercalated compounds. As we repo
elsewhere, O2-LiCoO2 exhibits a single narrow signal situated at
ppm, indicating that no paramagnetic cobalt ions related to oxy
deficiency is present in the starting phase.3 Indeed, Co31 is diamag-
netic so that no hyperfine interaction is expected, as also obse
for stoichiometric O3-LiCoO2 .21,23-29On the opposite the presenc
of single electrons due to some paramagnetic cobalt ions relate
nonstoichiometry yields additional shifted signals.29

The spectra recorded for 0.97< x < 1 ~Fig. 18! all exhibit the
same single signal, and therefore are not shown in Fig. 17. Howe
the magnitude of the signal changes withx, as shown in Fig. 18.
The spectra are shown in a common absolute scale of magnit
taking into account the amount of material and the number of sc
used. All the other NMR parameters including the spinning f
quency are kept constant. In Fig. 18 we give the integrated inten
of each signal including the spinning side bands. Of course,
quantification is not strict, as the magnitude of the signal also
pends on the sequence used to record it. In another study, w
ported that a synchronized echo pulse sequence was not suit
record7Li NMR spectra of deintercalated phases; indeed, the lithi
ions motion in the interslab space modifies the spin system betw
the two required pulses, leading to the nonrefocalizing of part of
signals.30 However, it is also well known that a single pulse s
quence underestimates broad signals. We therefore show the e
tion of the signals recorded with both types of sequence, giving
relative intensity of the observed peak. The values obtained cle
show a stronger decrease in the signal intensity than expecte
considering the small decrease in lithium concentration. Similar
sults were obtained for the O3-LixCoO2 phases with 0.94, x
< 1.0.21 The gradual loss of observability for the7Li NMR signal
observed in both systems is considered to be due to the presen
localized Co41 in the material. Indeed, for this lithium amoun
some cobalt ions are oxidized to the Co41 state, with the t2

5 elec-

Figure 16. Thermal variation of the Seebeck coefficient of the LixCoO2

phases (0.38< x < 0.98).
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tronic configuration. As the single electron is situated in a t2 orbital
of the Co41 ions, the transfer of hyperfine interaction toward lithiu
can occur directly though the common edge of the CoO6 and LiO6
octahedra. The transferred hyperfine interaction, as well as the d
lar contribution, is then so strong that the7Li NMR signal is no
longer observable. Electronic hopping between cobalt ions also
curs, and since the NMR time scale (;1026 s) is considerably
larger than the electronic hopping one (;10212 s), the single elec-
tron may interact with many Li1 ions during the recording of the
free induction decay. This leads to a loss of observability higher t
that calculated considering that each Co41 ion interacts with six Li1

ions ~i.e., for x 5 0.97, one would expect a minimum of 82% o
servation in the absence of electronic hopping!.

Figure 17 shows the NMR signal recorded for further deinter
lated LixCoO2 phases. We observed the emergence of a new sig
shifted by 100 ppm, characterizing the T#2 phase. Forx 5 0.75, the
presence of the two signals confirms the biphasic character of
material. Forx , 0.75, the 0 ppm signal has disappeared, and
new signal shifts further ('120 ppm). The type of interaction ex
perienced by lithium has changed, as it leads now to the observ
of a shifted signal. These results are in good agreement with
thermoelectric power measurements, which suggest that the
→ T#2 phase transformation is correlated with a nonmetal to m
transition. The NMR signal observed for the T#2 phases is therefore
a Knight shift~due to the participation of the 2s orbital of Li to th
density of state at the Fermi level!, characteristic of a metallic phase
The same behavior was observed for the O3-LixCoO2 system forx
< 0.74.21

One can notice in Fig. 17 that the expansion of the spinning s
bands is larger for T#2 phases than for O2 ones. Simulations of t
signal shape showed that this broadening is due to a quadru
interaction resulting from an asymmetric electrical field gradi
around the lithium ions, which confirms that they are situated

Figure 17. 7Li MAS NMR spectra of various LixCoO2 (0.33< x < 1)
deintercalated phases recorded with a single-pulse sequence and a 1
spinning speed.* indicates the spinning side bands.
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sites which exhibit a lower symmetry than the starting octahed
one. However, NMR experiments using only one field do not all
one to determine which tetrahedral site~8e or 8f!is occupied by the
lithium ions.

For lithium concentrations lower than 0.50, the Knight-shift
signal is less shifted ('100 ppm), and the extent and intensity
the spinning side bands decreases again. Indeed, for 0.33< x
< 0.39, the LixCoO2 phases adopt the O6 stacking, in which t
lithium ions occupy more symmetric sites. The observed decreas
the shift for decreasing values ofx seems counterintuitive, sinc
more charge carriers should be present upon further oxidatio
Co31 to Co41. However, one has also to take into account the
tailed structural parameters of the materials, which are very imp
tant for the density of states at the Fermi level, and therefore for
Knight-shift observed.

Conclusions

Lithium deintercalation from O2-LiCoO2 is complex as it in-
volves several structural rearrangements. All these transformat
are reversible for 0.16< x < 1 and imply CoO2 slab glidings, non-
metal to metal transition, and possible lithium/vacancy ordering.
showed that the electrostatic repulsion between cobalt and lith

Hz

Figure 18. 7Li MAS NMR spectra of LixCoO2 (0.94< x < 1) deinterca-
lated phases recorded with a 10 kHz spinning speed and~a! a single-pulse
sequence and~b! a Hahn echo sequence. Spectra are plotted in an abso
intensity scale. The total integrated intensity of the signals is also given
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ions through the common face of their octahedra is strong enoug
shift the lithium and cobalt ions from their ideal position in the O
starting phase.3 Lithium deintercalation involves cobalt oxidation t
the tetravalent state, which should imply even stronger electros
repulsion between cobalt and lithium in the O2 structure. We beli
that the structural transformations observed as lithium is deinte
lated from the O2 structure are a way to minimize this strong rep
sion. For 0.94, x , 1, the O2 structure remains stable as lithiu
vacancies can be formed in the sites sharing a face with the C41

octahedra, so that strong Co41-Li repulsion can be avoided. We
showed by thermoelectric power and7Li MAS NMR measurements
that as soon asx , 0.94, a nonmetal to metal transition occurs
the material. Because of the electronic delocalization on the co
ions, if the structure remained O2, all the lithium ions would u
dergo the same strong electrostatic interactions. The structural
lution to the T#2 stacking thus allows lithium ions to be placed
tetrahedral sites which do not share faces with CoO6 octahedra so
that the Co-Li repulsions are minimized.

For x , 0.50, the O6 stacking is stabilized. Because this str
ture contains two types of CoO2 layers, a segregation of the Co41

ions into the layers that do not share faces with the octahe
lithium site, could minimize the electrostatic repulsion. A hig
enough number of Co41 ions would therefore be necessary for th
stacking to form, and it occurs forx , 0.5.

The transformation of O6 back to O2 after further deintercalat
is connected with a decrease in the interslab distance, which
comes smaller than that of the starting O2 phase. This indicate
increase in the covalency within the CoO2 layers. The formal charge
on the cobalt ions decreases, and so does the repulsion bet
Con1-Li1 ions though the common face of their octahedra. The
stacking is thus again stable. The O6→ O2 phase transformation
could be induced because the number of tetravalent cobalt ions
comes too high in the Co31 ~face sharing octahedra! layer.

The only phase transformation that does not seem to be ind
by the minimization of electrostatic repulsions between Co41 and
Li1 ions is the T#2 → T#28 one, which appears forx 5 0.50 and is
thought to correspond to a lithium/vacancy ordering as was assu
in the O3-LixCoO2 system. However, no sign of lattice distortio
that could be due to this ordering was recorded by XRD.
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